PLATE 2.
SJiows the manner of obtaining the points^ and drawing the lines for the formation of the face, and fatting moulds, for a continued rail over a small opening.
A _Z?, fig, 1, being the given plan of the semi-circular part, having a portion of straight rail attached. With the diameter a b of the concave, and c d of the convex sides of the plan for radii, and from the points a b c and d describe arcs intersecting at e and /; draw the tangent lines m n and j k (parallel to the diameter a b and c d) to the concave and convex sides of the given plan; from the point / draw lines through a and b intersecting the concave tangent at m and n, also from the point e draw lines through c and d intersecting the convex tangent at / and k; then/ k and m n will be the stretch-outs or length jof the concave and convex semi-circumference from a b to c d of the given plan.
To obtain the concave faXljmg :%iould^ fig. 2, from the given plan, fig. 1.
Draw the horizontal line m b and make it equal in length to the concave stretchout m n, fig. 1, At the point b place the pitch board b r n; let m a be. equal to the height of a rise, and divide it into four equal parts. Draw the first and third parts parallel to m b to obtain the points x and e. At the points a and b place the pitch board ajl and b r n; then draw the hypothenuses -j'e, e x and x v, set up the width of the mould which is equal to the required thickness of the rail, and draw said lines for the upper edge parallel to the lower edge of the mould; then apply the length of the straight parts s a and y b of the given plan, fig. 1, to the base of the upper and lower pitch board from n to h and a to /; erect the perpendiculars h y and / s to the 2                                                                                             (9)

